ABSTRACT Complex functional integration leads to intricate logical control flows which in turn presents a great challenge to construct software behavior models. In this paper, we propose a probabilistic software behavior model by mining the execution traces using control flow analysis. To describe the interactions between software components, a semantic characterization method is developed. A tracing mechanism is designed to collect execution logs, based on which algorithms are developed to recognize detailed control relations. Moreover, dynamic behavioral frequencies are statistically estimated which provide quantitative data for behavior prediction. Finally, a multi-label enhanced software complex network model, which holds single or composite call relations and calling probabilities, is constructed with the purpose of profiling systematically and structurally. An illustrative example shows that the modeling approach can discover interactive patterns correctly and characterize software behavior scientifically. The method has been used in seven real-world projects, and results show that the proposed model is effective on discovering the complexities of software behavior and hence help to detect defects in software design and to improve performance.
I. INTRODUCTION
As one of the most sophisticated artificial systems, complex software systems are continually invested more and more in creation, refactoring and maintenance due to fastupdating requirements [1] . However, facing millions of lines of codes and thousands of dependencies among functional units, numerous efforts are need to help understanding and depicting software behavioral structures and features. Among current analysis approaches of software behavior, monitoring software events at runtime or testing time provide a perspective of constructing dynamic software behavioral model empirically and indeed generate meaningful data that contains functional behavior patterns of software [2] . Specially, dynamic software behavior mining technologies are the most widely utilized to establish software behavior models.
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Dynamic software behavior mining is a process to discover essential interactive patterns of components from execution logs and renders intuitive insights of software real usage. Different from static analysis, dynamic analysis reveals real functional complexity based on not only structure but also interactive frequencies. Dynamically extracting of software behavior takes either constraints or interactions between program units in consideration [3] to analyze functional behavioral aspects. For example, performance problems [4] and reverse engineering [5] can be enhanced using cost propagation and executable behaviors information recorded in real-world execution traces. Accordingly, dynamic behavior mining makes great impacts for software modeling, and more attentions have been paid to apply the complex network for dynamic execution analysis.
The complex network has shown excellent ability in systematically comprehending, structural measuring and interactively modeling of complicated software systems.
Since software comprehension covers 45% of development investment caused by lack of documented specification and sustained renovation [6] , complex software network is proposed or applied to represent interactions in a software system statically and dynamically [7] - [10] . Such models are efficient in project abstraction, packages refactoring, evolution analyzing and multi-granularity characterizing, etc. As traditional complex software network measures component interactions simply by counting call frequencies, control flows can be imported for semantically characterizing interactive behaviors.
In related to interactive aspects of software components, control flows are the binder that joint functional elements with logical control structures to organize a complete behavioral system. Control flows reflect the interactive type and strength between components. Analysis based on control flow, such as complexity measurement [11] , branch coverage testing [12] and defect prediction [13] , manifests the performance of uncovering potential implications in software specification mining. Thus, more essence of software dynamic behaviors will be seen through more insights emerging in control patterns of software executions.
Inspired by the above observations, in this paper, a novel software probabilistic controlling behavioral model is proposed to make a more precise and comprehensive exploration of behavior pattern modeling. Call interactions at method level are extracted from the dynamic software execution traces using a control flow discrimination algorithm. And then, Software Probabilistic Controlling Behavioral Model (SPCBN) is established on the basis of the complex network by converting control structures and statistical call probabilities to labels of edges.
The primary contributions of this paper are as follows.
(1) Control flow analysis is firstly introduced to characterize method-level interactions. Additionally, a tracing mechanism of software executions is devised to support better recognition of controls.
(2) To extract control structures between methods, a method Dynamic Controlling Behavior Mining(DCBM) is proposed. This procedure comprises two phases: Estimating Basic Method Call Relationship (EBMCR) and Recognizing Selective Call (RSC). Probabilistic which refers to probability and frequency of calls is then estimated statistically according to hierarchical call times occurred dynamically.
(3) A novel model SPCBN with multi-labels based on the complex network is constructed mapping methods as nodes and interactions of methods as edges. Expressly, edges of SPCBN are labelled with single or grouped control relationships and controlling probabilities to enhance behavioral natures.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II presents a review of the related work. Section III defines some basics and notations. Section IV presents the meta model framework and detailed process of software behavior mining. An illustrative example is described and the validity is proved in Section V. Section VI describes experiments with real dataset. Finally, the conclusions are summarized.
II. RELATED WORK
The scope of this paper is to discover the control flow of software at runtime. The characterization of both predictability of behavior with statistical learning and complexity of function with control relation recognition are required. At the same time, the complex network is applied to aggregate call graphs generated by single functional execution. In this section, we mainly discuss the existing models of software behavior, control-flow based software analysis approaches and complex software network.
A. EXISTING SOFTWARE BEHAVIORAL MODEL
Behavior models facilitate the comprehending and analysis of software systems by abstracting functional behaviors to restricted views [14] . In [3] , GK-tail was devised for discovering models of relations between data values and component interactions. Similarly, Lo et al. [2] developed a completely automated FSA (finite state automata) using steering mechanism from execution traces. In [15] , software behavior was modeled based on Labeled Transition System (LTS) to perform effective comparison of software running state diagram. To construct more faithful behavior models, contexts were used for model extraction from static and dynamic information of program [14] . Considering of component-based architecture and hierarchical structure of a software system, Liu et al. applied process mining techniques to mine multilevel behavior model from software execution data ( [16] , [1] ). Mostly, existing researches pay much attention to state-based model discovery. With respect to global behavior expression of whole system, these models are confronted with the problem of state space explosion.
B. COMPLEX SOFTWARE NETWORK
In recent years, researches have been mainly focused on the establishment of software analysis models based on complex network. Specially, dynamic complex software network takes systematic considerations of the entire behavioral patterns embedded in a system and reflects software runtime characteristics. Calling Network [9] aggregates a series of Calling Graph, which is a dynamic call graph with call frequency weights extracted from runtime event traces. Qu [17] investigated community structure of software network to measure the cohesiveness of object-oriented software. Likely, community detection was employed for software packages refactoring [18] . While in [19] , bug propagation analysis based on edge-weighted software network was studied to evaluate structural quality. As complex software networks are extracted both statically and dynamically, complex network theories have been introduced to solve problems in software development and maintenance. However, software behavior analysis based on complex network is usually short of detailed interactive characterizing. VOLUME 7, 2019 
C. CONTROL FLOW BASED SOFTWARE ANALYSIS
With the popularity of advanced programming language and reusable modules, most of software functions are implemented with method invocations linked using logical controls. It is much like the control flow of transaction that matters for behavior specification mining. McCABE [11] proposed a complexity measure combining program control flow analysis and graph-theory, which proved that complexity depends only on the decision structure of a program. In [20] , two efficient methods based on control-flow graph and dataflow graph were developed to automatically detect and fix control-flow errors. Similarly, Control Flow Integrity problem was addressed in [21] using fine-grained control-flow graph approach. Specially, instruction detection can also be enforced with control flow traces on application level [22] . Thus, control flow analysis techniques are required to establish software behavioral model. This paper focus on the mining of dynamic software behavior model which needs to: 1) depict software inner interactions using control-flow analysis; 2) extract behavioral patterns from software execution traces to gain better understanding of the dynamical and statistical system behavior; 3) profile systematical behavioral view based on the complex network combining both control flows and dynamical natures.
III. PRELIMINARIES
Rigorous and flexible control flows are really significant to achieve precise logical processes and complicated transactions for applications. Mostly, complex control flows involve the actual logic inherent in a program during executing. These control flows are assembled by nested classical programming structures. In this section, formalized definitions are given describing interactions based on control flow analysis between methods. After that, a mechanism of tracing dynamic executions of software and related definitions are introduced for better understanding and construction of subsequent model.
A. CONTROL FLOW BASED SOFTWARE BEHAVIOR
Throughout the development of software engineering, methods play the crucial role to construct a program or project. Methods standing for the basic functional unit of software not only ensures the atomicity of function, but also guarantees the diversity and complexity of transaction. Therefore, inner call relations between these functional atoms are considered for researching software behavior.
Call relations between methods and dynamic executions can notably reveal software behaviors at runtime. Meanwhile, complicated control flow embedded in method calls provides important heuristics for software behavior characterization. In our work, refining traditional software network [7] is conducted by attaching properties which measure combined and nested control flows. Here, symbol is dented as method call, i.e., A→B means method A calls method B. Modern software is programed using four types of control structures, which defines the control flow of a software system at runtime. Figure 1 shows the first three types of control structures, i.e., Sequence structure, Choice Structure and Loop structure. The Recursive structure is shown in Figure 2 . To the precisely expression of control relations of method calls, four type of method calls are defined as follows.
Definition 1 (Direct Call): Direct Call respects a call relation that the execution of method A inevitably trigger the execution of method B.
Definition 2 (Selective Call):
The occurrence of method A invoke B is uncertain or stochastic, statistically follows some probability distribution.
Definition 3 (Iterative Call): Iterative Call indicates that method A calls B iteratively or there is a repetition of the call A→B.
Definition 4 (Recursive Call): Recursive Call is defined as a chain of calls in which A→B occurs first, and subsequently B calls itself several times, i.e., A→B→ · · · →B. Here, complex recursions, like mutual recursion, are not considered currently.
Considering of a call chain A→B→ · · · →B, which B is a recursive method, a transportation of recursive property from B→ · · · →B to A→B is devised shown as Figure 2 . This transformation is used to express all the four properties of call types with the uniform symbol A→B where A =B. Subsequent mention of this concept all refers to the simplified form.
Above mentioned types of call relation contribute different complexity to software system. Additionally, compound controls make programs extremely complicated. For example, call A→B may be a Selective Call and an Iterative Call at the same time. Supposing a software function executed as the call chain A→B→C→D, the call process can be either three sequential Direct Call or an assembly of successive Iterative Call, Recursive Call and Selective Call. The fact is that the decision of the complexity of a software is the intricate controls among method calls. Furtherly, modeling and measuring the dynamic control flows are the key to enhance the comprehension and characterization of software dynamic behavior. 
B. TRACING DYNAMIC SOFTWARE EXECUTION
As software behavior is represented using method calls, an integrated functional execution can be depicted as sequential method invocations. Dynamic call relations of methods refer to the real invocations during software runtime execution or test process. For the purpose of tracing the actual execution processes and gathering event logs in real time, the following definitions are given to assist in analyzing method dynamic calling sequences.
Definition 5 (Trace Point (TP)): TP is the trace point recording an event occurred during software execution.
TP is formalized as a triple of (Type, Class, Method). Type i, o is the category of a record point. Here, 'i' means an execution enters a method and 'o' signifies the execution jumping out from a method. Class refers to package or file that the executed method belongs to. Method is the name of the functional method. To trace dynamic software execution, a strategy is designed using a basic trace agent called BTrace. 1 According to the 1 BTrace: https://github.com/btraceio/btrace dynamic instrument technology of BTrace, Trace Points are inserted in the position where the execution just enters a method and the return statement is going to be executed. Therefore, the invocation data can be logged immediately as executions entering and jumping out of a method. Figure 3 shows the sketch map of designed tracing script.
IV. MINING DYNAMIC PROBABILISTIC CONTROLLING MODEL
In this section, the mining approach of dynamic probabilistic controlling model is introduced by three phases: 1) extraction of the dynamic controlling behavior which is represented as call-type labeled method calls; 2) estimating probability of Selective Call and collecting statistics of calling frequencies; 3) construction of software probabilistic controlling model utilizing complex network theory.
The framework of our proposed approach is shown in Figure 4 . Firstly, based on the tracing mechanism designed above, trace scripts are developed properly to adapt different tracing requirements of projects. The compiled trace script is instrumented into target codes to generate trace sequences of software dynamic executions. After that, a three-step process recognizes the types of calls and counts the calling frequencies simultaneously. Specially, the recognition of Selective Calls is executed in the last part of this procedure, because comparisons of hierarchical calls are required. Finally, this approach extracts semantic expressions of calls by estimating call types and related behavioral probabilities statistically. By mapping software functional units to nodes and interactive relations to edges, software probabilistic controlling behavioral model is established as a multiple labelled complex software network scientifically.
A. DYNAMIC CONTROLLING BEHAVIOR MINING
After gathering dynamic execution logs of software, a recognition approach of call relation with control information VOLUME 7, 2019 is proposed. Here, the definition of Trace Point Couple with related formal relations is given to describe our approach. Phase I: This phase mainly discovers iteration structure and recursion structure of method calls and records loop call times, recursion depth and distinct call times statistically. During this process, each TP of the overall TS data is traversed to construct MCMap, which contains all the call relations executed.
As shown in Figure 5 and Algorithm 1, we use a stack called MethodStack to dynamically record the entering and jumping out of a method. MethodStack can precisely store runtime execution status by pushing immediately executed method in stack gradually. As basic call relations are discovered after algorithm 1, a simple iteration is conducted to transform Recursive Call relation as show in Figure 2 of section 3 
Algorithm 2 named
Recognizing Selective Call is devised to distinguish calls that possess selective property. Considering the existence of compound call types, call type 'S' is added directly if the basic type of a call is 'R' or 'I'. For calls with basic call type of 'D', the call type is revised as 'S' immediately when a selective pattern discovered. This procedure is located in lines 4 to 10, which handles basic call type of 'R', 'I' and 'D' according to the comparison of different statistical data.
B. SOFTWARE BEHAVIOR PROBABILITY ESTIMATION
From the perspective of dynamic software control flow, controlling behaviors quantified using statistical methods provides more details which reveal how the program executions impact the performance of services, correctness of the Generally, iterative execution of software components makes great impacts to the efficient and reliable operation of system. Thus, average iteration frequency is statistically quantified to measure the usual cost brought by a function.
Definition 9 (Average Iteration Frequency (AIF)): AIF is defined as the average call times of a given Iterative Call A→B statistically, which is formulated as following:
Similarly, recursive programming implements algorithms with high space and time complexity. To estimate the behavioral complexity, average recursion depth is the basic indicator providing dynamical usage pattern.
Definition 10 (Average Recursion Depth (ARD)): Average Recursion Depth means the call depth on average when a
Recursion Call A→B appears. ARD is calculated by:
Different with previous work, this model is conducted to study the uncertainty of software behaviors brought by selective branches. Considering of an application scenario, we usually want to know whether the functions match user preference and what do users do with the system. Selective call probability reflecting actual requirements according to user operation or input data gives effective assessment of dynamical behaviors statistically.
Definition 11 (Selective Call Probability (SCP)):
Given the call relations A→B and B→C of which the latter is a Selective Call, SCP of B→C is defined as:
Complicated call relations of software system can be characterized scientifically using complex network theory. By tracing massive runtime logs of functional tests, the complex software network is established mapping methods to nodes and call relations to edges. Cause of diversity of call relations, software system is modelled as a multi-label dynamic calling network where labels refer to call types and corresponding calling frequencies or probabilities.
Definition 12 (Software Probabilistic Controlling Behavioral Network (SPCBN)):
The network model named SPCBN = (V , E, T , W , R) is a five-tuple where V = {v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v n } is the set of method nodes and E = {(v i , v j )|i, j ∈ N } is the set that contains all edges built according to call relations of methods. T = {t ij |i, j ∈ N , (v i , v j ) ∈ E} is the call type set of edges and t ij ⊂ {S,
∈ E} is the weight set which record different types of weights between edges. Here, our proposed model aims to map software calling network to a semantic network. R is defined as a mapping function to describe semantic behavior between nodes of V . Here, to character method call relation in detail, four kinds of semantic are presented shown as formula (4) . As a semantic network, four kinds of semantic relations formalized as , , and → are defined to express the semantic behavior of selective call, iterative call, recursive call and direct call. Table 2 shows the formal expression of semantic relation, semantic symbol and corresponding semantic description.
V. EXAMPLE AND CASE STUDY
In this section, a program example containing most call types are used to generate execution traces. Then, our approach is applied to construct the semantic software network model.
A. AN ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
To prove the validity of proposed approach, a program which contains almost all call relations possible is designed to reveal the process of modeling. As shown in Figure 6 , the program starts from startMain() and simulates selective method calls using random statements. Consequently, the execution probabilities can be pre-estimated to make it approximate probability distribution of real application. Dynamic execution logs were collected by executing and tracing this program 15 times to generate enough data for estimation of controlling and probabilistic behavior. Then, log data was analyzed as the input of algorithm 1. In this process, a MCMap was generated shown as Table 3 , which stores basic call relations of methods as well as statistics of calling frequency data. Besides, the second row of Table 3 is an integrated call relation of Direct Call A→D and Recursive Call D→D as depicted in Definition 4. Table 4 is the result of algorithm 2. This algorithm discovers selective structures based on algorithm 1. The process takes the last three columns of frequency data as key indictors to assess the existence of selective property of method calls. Data of Table 4 are then used to compute the calling probabilities and frequencies. Those are AIF, ARD and SCP of calls, which exactly implicate the cooperation of methods to achieve the complicated and changeable behaviors with controlling flows.
On the basis of the above processes, generated SPCBN model of the illustrated program is shown in Figure 7 calls execute at least once. As we can see from Figure 7 , call probabilities and frequencies are calculated accurately as the setting of program parameters. Specially, the designed alternative selection calls B→G and B→ F as well as switch structure calls J→K, J→M and J→L are estimated exactly due to their sum of branch probabilities extremely approximate 1.
B. MOTIVATIONAL CASE STUDY
As a refined software network, this model is required to solve problems which have been studied using traditional software network. Therefore, some application scenarios and comparisons are given to analysis the usefulness of semantic software network. Since this work focuses on the model construction, simple applications and comparisons are analyzed only. 
Scene 1 (Important Nodes Measurement):
With the spreading of software network model, mining of important nodes based on network theory using both static and dynamic networks have attracted a lot of attention. Generally, existing works [10] , [24] , [25] focus on the research of centralitybased importance measurement of nodes. While, these centralities rely on degrees only which cannot catch the inner complexity of dynamic control flows in method.
Shown as Figure 7 , node J and 'startMain' are more important than the others taking out-degree centrality as measurement which expresses the dispatch ability. While, compared with traditional software network, our model ranks node C and D the top important ones which possessing more complex dispatch logic with consideration of control flow complexity.
Scene 2 (Software Defect Detection): Software defect detection technique aims to identify defective components and improve software quality [13] . Existing techniques usually take metrics based on code and complex network, but ignore original control relations of components. In [26] , software network is applied to improve detect performance with the consideration of discover hidden correlations between components.
Compared with traditional software network, our model contains various semantic relations. From the method aspect, our model provides logical measurement using control flow complexity. With regard to the aspect of method call, some metric of coupling strength can be defined to measure semantic relations between methods. Therefore, this model makes important significance on software defect detection.
Scene 3 (Runtime Behavior and Load Prediction):
With the large-scale application of cloud computing, server load and performance prediction provide real time indicator for server expansion and load balancing. A typical example is the Double 11 Shopping Carnival of Taobao of which the system bears a great pressure of finishing several hundred million of orders within just a few seconds. Under such circumstances, runtime behavior prediction makes it possible for cloud computing systems to balance server pressure with the purpose of avoiding services exceptions and conserving resources.
Based on SPCBN model, the semantic relations can be used predict software behaviors and resource requirement. Taking as an example Figure 7 , when method B is to be executed, we can predict that method G and H will be executed next mostly with a probability of 0.88. If method C is to be executed now, the call chain I→J→M will be executed 3 times mostly with a probability of 0.3. According to above analysis, dynamic behavior of software transactions can be predicted. Thus, time and space requirements can be predicted using iteration and recursive semantics as well.
VI. EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
Effectiveness is evaluated with the statistical analysis of call patterns relying on control flow, which implies prospects of proposed model. Seven real-world open-source Java projects are analyzed including Zip4J 2 , Chart, Closure, Lang, Math, Mockito and Time. The other six projects can be obtained from defects4j [23] , which are benchmark datasets of real bugs in Java.
Descriptions of experimental software projects are shown in Table 5 , of which measures are obtained using SourceMonitor 3.4.0 3 . The version of Zip4J is 1.3.2, and the others are b1 corresponding to buggy 1 of defects4j dataset. Number of calls of these programs ranges from 3160 to 39213. The proportion of branches is at least 9.0% and at most 22 Table 6 and Table 7 . On one hand, statistics without testrelated calls shows the pure control complexity. On the other hand, test-related calls mostly reflect actual usage of project modules. Statistics including test-related calls is possible to show design complexity and usage complexity. Similarly, Table 7 indicates roughly the same circumstances with Table 6 . By comparison of the two statistics, integration level and functional category of a project can be clarified. Chart, Lang, Math and Time are more likely multifunctional toolkits according to the improvement of Iterative Call percentage under a great increase of test-related calls. And performances of these projects are concerned, because a number of loops are coded to test operating efficiency. Other projects with a proportional drop of branch call ratio can be possibly judged as well integrated modules providing more out-of-the-box functions.
Furtherly, a study of composite type calls is conducted for deeper comprehension of behavioral complexity that SPCBN holds. Table 8 displays how control structures are employed for flexible functions. Here, Direct Call is not taken into account for its simple semantic meaning. Besides, ratios between composite type calls and single type calls are computed to clearly reveal effectiveness of our model. The intuitive display of Table 8 can be seen in Figure 8-14 .
As shown in Table 8 Taken into consideration test related calls, usage patterns can be seen as well from left part of Table 8 . For example, IR pattern is applied frequently when libraries of Chart, Lang, Math and Time are imported. Figure 8 -14 are the distribution map of call type S, I and R in experimental projects. These graphs drawn using the Sankey diagram display the cyclomatic complexity [11] distribution. In these figures, left block is the total number of call types which produce branches; middle blocks are basic call types of S, I and R; right blocks are compound call types. More intuitively, the contribution of basic call types of S, I and R to compound call types of SI, IR, SR and SIR can be seen from the flow lines.
Above analysis proves that our model for software behavior characterization provides a more detailed but systematical view, which holds functional behavioral patterns and statistical learning abilities at the same time.
Since the proposed software behavioral model integrates control structures and probabilistic extracted from dynamic software executions, evaluation can be conducted from two perspectives: consequence of control structures, underlying effectiveness of probabilistic and behavioral patterns. According to the above analysis, profiling based on control flow analysis makes vital impacts for the development of flexible and adaptive functions. From probabilistic aspect, SPCBN possesses the advantages of dynamics and statistics as designed, and more works are still needed to actualize the effectiveness in runtime behavior prediction, performance estimation, and defect discovery.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
By collecting and mining tremendous amount of software execution traces generated from thousands of functional tests, an effective modeling approach of software probabilistic controlling behavior is developed. Firstly, a novel semantically characterizing approach of call behaviors is proposed based on control flow analysis. Besides, a tracing approach is devised satisfying detailed relation extraction. Then, on the basis of software execution tracing sequences, algorithms are proposed to detect controlling interactions. In this procedure, interactions between methods are represented as single or composite call types and statistical call probabilistic (probability for selective call, frequency for iterative call and depth for recursive call). Finally, the software behavior model, abstracted as a software complex calling network with call type and call probabilistic labels, is aggregated dynamically and statistically. The proposed approach has been tested with an illustrative program containing almost all possible control relations, and an experimental research of 7 projects has demonstrated its significance and effectiveness.
Taking the applications of proposed model into consideration, more meaningful works will be conducted in future works.
1) Real-world usage of software systems usually bears plenty of logical or control-flow related defects along with the increase of functions. More attentions will be paid to address such defects detection problem using this model.
2) User behavior and system performance predictions play important roles in analysis of software security and load balancing. As dynamism and statistics are drawn into behavior mining in this approach, works will be conducted to study the effectiveness of similar problems.
